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The attached material represents the 
working papers from the 
OAST Space Theme Work.shop held at
 the Langley Research Center, 
April 26 -30, 1976, and contains a qui
ck-look analysis of the 
proceedings. The material is unedite
d and intended for further 
use by the participants of the worksho
p and the planning elements of 
NASA concerned with space mission r
esearch and technology. It 
shot,ld be understood that the data do
 not represent official plans 
or positions but are part of the pro'ce
ss of evolving such plans and 
positions. 
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top techno
logists and scientists joined 
with another 35 theme specialists to p
roduce this working docum.ent -
a docum.ent that provides a technical f
oundation, including research 
and technology base candidates, for e
ach of the six space themes. 
The material in this report is conside
red essential to the development 
of Center initiatives in support of the
se themes. Copies of the report 
will be made available to the Center M
anagement Board and the 
individuals at the Centers responsible
 for the FY'78 program planning 
cycle. The timing of this planning ac
tivity has caused us to distribute 
this docum.ent in this unedited form. 
Thus. it possibly contains errors. 
hopefully. more of a typographical ra
ther than a technological nature. 
Nonetheless, the information contain
ed is of a high professional level, 
reflecting the efforts of the workshop
 participa.nts and will be invaluable 
to the planning and successful executi
on of the Agency's near- and far-
term. advanced technology program. 
Stanley R. Sadin 
OAST Space Tb.em~ Workshop 
Chairm?-n 
NASA Headquarters 
Study, Analysis. & Planning Office' 















E2 - COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING - SUMt·'ARY 
I. Data Handling 
The technology needs of the seven themes were considered in response 
to the.stated theme objectives and the stated OAST thrust to increase 
information return by X1000, while reducing costs by a factor of 10. 
The most significant driver was observed to be the need for an 
overall end-to-end data system management technology. Maximum use of 
LSI component technology and trade-offs between hardware and software 
were manifest inmost all considerations of technology needs. 
By far, the greatest need for data handling technology was identi-
fied for the Space Exploration and Global Services themes. Major advances 
are needed in NASAls ability to provide cost-effective mass reduction 
of space data. and automated assessment of earth looking imagery, with 
a concomitant reduction in cost per useful bit. A combined approach 
embodying end-to-end system analysis, with onboard data set selection, 
onboard data processing, highly parallel image processing (both ground 
and space), low cost, hi,gh capacity memories, and low cost user data 
distribution systems would be necessary. The needs could be identified 
with four broad categories: 
(1) End-to-End Systems 
(2) Maximize Autonomous Operations 
(3) High Speed Processing 
(4) Performing the Data Processing at the ~'ost Cost Effective 


















END-TO-END SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
A significant contribution to overall technological goal~ of 
reducing the flow of unused data while reducing cost can be expected 
from techniques, simulation tools, and reconfigurable flight ~xperiments 
to develop and ~emonstrate cost effective throughput optir.1ization. 
AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS 
The concept of autonomous operations will be applied in the 
technology developments supporting all themes. Total life cycle cost 
considerations dictate the minimization of operating and maintenance 
costs for all systems. To achieve cost-per-bit reductions in an 
inflationary environment implies that the percentage of system costs 
represented by personnel be reduced through new designs. perhaps using 
newly develop~d sensors or new modes of operation. made possible by 
exploiting technologies identified here. 
COST EFFECTIVE DATA PROCESSING 
Significant cost reductions in overall data handling cost-effective-
ness may be achieved by optimizing the location in the system at which 
data processing is done. For example. with properly designed computers., 
automatic classification of earth resources data may be umoved forward ll 
in the system and ultimately performed on board. reducing the IIdownstream" 
load or onboard storage. data links. archiving and user distribution 
networking by perhap!i a factor of 100 (if the reduction system is tailored 




HIGH SPEED PROCESSING 
Future data handling systems will depend on maintaining real time 
processing of data followed by immediate delivery of data to users. 
This will require a new generation of high speed processors ranging 
from highly parallel digital approaches to analog CCO systems. 
II. Communications 
A major impact of the themes was increased communications capabili-
ties including higher data rates, increased numb"ar of channels, and 
wideband information. 
Requirements for a broader user base including space missions with 
new categories such as space power, and industrialization of space with 
their l~rge structures. Requirements for multiple simultaneous links, 
and increased numbers of both Space-to-Space and Space-to-Ground were 
evi.dent. Low cost ground terminals were major factors in several Global 
System missions. 
System Technolo,lt 
System level technology advancement is required in understdnding 
problems of spectrum crowding, RFI-CCIR requirements, multiple access 
design, systems for mm and um (Laser) bands, and total relay system 
~echnology. 
Component Technology 
Advancement in cqmponent technology is required in receivers, 

















Higher power and higher frequent::Y requirements motivate power 
amplifier and transponder developments. 
A number of systems require very large antennas, with potential 
for arrays, with both parabolic and planar antennas required. A large 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. J 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
.1. TITLE E~Q-TQ-E~D DATA MANAGEMENI NO. ALI E2 I 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE..L.- / -26j 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To develop and utilize techniques, simulation tools. and a reco~figurable fJight exgeriment to enable design. ~Da]~sjs and proof of concept witb the Qurpase Qf al]QwiOg & demgnstratiog cast effecthle. tbrollgpllt optimizatior 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [1], WILL BE LEVEL (] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 9/19821 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MED'.UM 0 LOW G1 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [XJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY CiI ANALYSIS IXJ RESEARCH [X] 
GRD TEST [i] Al R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Various sensor & device (such as CeDis) 
development, element arrays (such as for information analyses, etc.) 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2.i 
1. TITLE Autonomous, Fault Tolerant Data Handling, NO. 7-12 / £-2 / 2 
Control, and Communication Systems THEME / W.G. / TASK 
- DATE 4 /29 f 76 
2. OBJECTIVE . To estab11sh a compreshensive systems technology to permit 
the development of total spacecraft data management systems which are 
fault tolerant and permit the long operational lifetimes required. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW OJ, WILL BE LEVEL OJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT U"'EL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1983 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM I1l LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING I]] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH m 
GRD TEST []] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 750K throu~h F.Y. 1980 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Computers (multi~rocessors, micro~rocessors) 
LSI, data busses, fault tolerant hardware/software conce~ts, data 
handling techniques. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
To permit achieving the longer life required for this theme, new 
concepts must be developed for total spacecraft data management s~stems 
in these areas: LSI technology, common data busses, computers, memories' 
! 
jntercQrnmunlcatjon tecbnlQues, fault tolerant bardwareLSQftware technology 
end-to-end systems study incorporating tradeoff analysis for graceful 
degradation, TT&C, power systems, experiment control, propulsion systems, 
G, N, & C systems. The degree of architectural modularity/centralization 
~.'~ 
must be studied and suitably sized standardized building blocks 
developed. Self testing and repair technologies must be developed. 
-
.' \\. 
:\ \ ) 
1 
1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
-" 
TITLE END-TO-END DATA MANAGEMENT NO. ALL E2 / 1 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE..-L., /27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Phase l--Develop end-to-end investigative technique concepts stressing user 
--- involvement 
Phase 2--Develop reconfigurable simulation tools 
-
(to optimize system configs 
Phase 3--De~.JJight~ore experimenLto establish means to allow determination, & proof, of concept (both configuration & mode of opel at jail) . 
Phase ~--PerfQrrn selected eKperjrnents tQ estab]jsb utjlit~ Qf CQre experirnen ~~ ... .. , 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 656-12-01 (S~stems Engr. & Analysis), 750-01-24 (Definition of S~ace Flight Technolog~ EXQeriments}2 & 656-21-01 (Data Technology Assessment & 
llelleJopment) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 










MANPOWER (M-Y) 2 2 2 5 INHOUSE __ 5 CONTRACT 3 3 3 3 
- 3 
FUNDING (106 $) 05 .25 .4' .1 , 2 1.,2 .2 .1 . 1 .1 
. 1 INHOUSE ! CONTRACT 
.7 .9 . a.3 .3 .4 .4 .4 
.4 ~ 











SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE M:DUIAR ARCHl'rEr.ruRE FCR DATA PROCESSIR:; NO 7-12 / E-2 / 3 
AND TRANSFER SYSTEMS THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Proyide a ~s:tem of IOOdular catp?DeDts and fllnctj CDS to m:et +-he OE!eds or future spacecraft such as l~r oost, adaptability, fault tolerance l 
software simplification 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW ~ I WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1982 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMErnS: ENABLING [!J OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!] ANALYSIS [ID RESEARCH Qg 
GRD TEST ~ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [i] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE :ZOOK throllgh EY 80 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF 'THIS Tb:'HNOLOGY 
. 
Higher deasity LSI, fault tolerant narories, fault tolerant system 
concepts, m:rlule intercarmunication technology 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Opt.imu'n level of roodulari ty lmlst be determined. Technology , 
architecblre, ani representative carrlidates lmlSt be detennined. 




















'iI- \ SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
i PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE AIJl'(NHlJS, FAULT 'l."OLERANl' DATA HANDLIN3 7'h91 NO.IO, , 2/E2/ 2 
CONl'ROL AND ClMvIDNICATION SYSTEMS THEME / W.G./ TASK 
4 /28 t16 I DATE 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Surve~. track, and §elect candidate LSI technol~ 
DeVeloE fault toleraI!!= hardware/software concepts 
-Develop systan :integration and intercarmunication concepts 
Bread1:::oard representative systans, test, and verify calceptS. 
Develop flight-qualified c::atq:;X)nents, :integrate, test, and flight tes 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Pursue variations and alternatives emerging fran 6 (above) 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) CUrrent prirre propulsion system canputer control under RTOP 506-22-30 (LeRC) • 
Plans are to initigte efforts to include fault tolerant s¥stans. EJaDiBJ ~P 506-2D-lX (MSFC) for leM-cost fault tolerant raman access maro:ry. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
un lnnv ~ ,-
Fault Toler. Cona .. ~ 
sys. Integ. 
BB and Test 




INHOUSE 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 
CONTRACT 2 1 1 1 2 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
05 05 .1 .1 15 .15 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .15 .2 .1 .1 .25 .1 
SPACE TE.CHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PA~E 1 OF 2 
1. TVTLE DATA SRI' SEIECrION NO.8 2 10 2 ll/E-2 L 4 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE_4_ /28 /76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Develog syst.em conceEtsLdaronstrate feasibility fQr autanatro an ... marc 
go/nCo-go data set selection on the basis of such parameters as spatial! 
spectral characteristics, data thresholds f etc. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL (] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY LQATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [J LOW D 
dJ CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMEN"I'S: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH~ MEDIUM 0 LOW O! 
e) T~.SKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS f[] hESEARCH !KJ 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
Data analysis algorithn developnent in areas of p3.ttern recognition am. 
rnulti-~ctral classifi~~tion. 
5, SPECiFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Merging of hardware, finnware, and software techoology to linplenent a 
selected set of algorithns using ;i.rnagj.m sensor data. 
2. Evaluation of effectiveness of approach. 
. 
Major thrust of this activity will be the develogrent Qf IOOdulaJ:: firmware 
to implement the pattern recognition am. gO[no-go decision algorithms. 
-, 
-
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'$PACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE Modular Ar~hitecture For Data Processing and NO.--.?-:!1 / E-2 / 1 
Transfer Systems THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE.--!/ 28/ 76 
6. RECOMM~rtJDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Perf~/:rm trade stulies to deteJ:mine degree of IOOdulari ty. 
2_. _ Inv~tigate and review related sggce and cxmnercial Qircuits arxl 
te<::hniques for_applicability and transferability 
3~~lect arrlLor fabricate candidate cauponents and assemble bread1::x:>ard 
Gind tes1:. 
----
4~.!.ssemble suitable end-too-end system for flight test. 
" 
7. AL ·i"ERNATIVE APPROACH_ES/OPTIONS 
---
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Activity started on RTOP 750-01-24-1 (HSFC) 
Related activity on Rl'OP 506-20-11 (JPL) and as a task under 
Rl'OP 506-22-30 (LeRC) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ~ 7 
1. I!~ 




4. t 17 
,I L 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE .1 1 1 2 2 4 4 
CONTRACT 1 1 1 1 2 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 05 05 .1 .1 .1 .1 INHOUSE 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
, . 
1. TITLE HIGH RATE DATA PROCESSOR NO. 10,11 E-2 ~" 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE_4_ /29 ,76 
2. OBJECTIVE Develop a general modular processing capaoility to handle high 
rate data from imaging s'lstems I multis~c:t<l;:~J-f;H!aDDe:c'i, aoo otbe:t: :t:elllote 
sensing systems for Doth onboard and grQund applications. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS , 
:.a) LEVEL NOW Q], WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDE,R EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED· ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHI,EVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [!I MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY EJ ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST EJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASr: CANDIDATE $950K (ney,) 
. " 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY High speed z 10101 'Om,er l eom'glex IC's: 
array processing architecture 
---
-,':\-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
'. 1. Development of multifunction and custom sampled anelo€,; COD's. 
2. .Dev. system technology to achieve featu.re extractionzclassification z 
compression, etc., using: 
(1) Multivarj.~nt statistics-cluster:i.ng and ground truth 
(2) Dev. specific processing algorithms 
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, . 
- - 1 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR~ NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
• TITLE DATA SET SELECTION NO. 8,10,11 E-2 4 
THEME IW.G./TASK 
I DATE~/28 ;76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
. 
(1) Review carrlidate pattern recognition and multisPectral classification: 
algorithms for inclusion into system and goLno-go selectiQncrjj;gr~ 
(2) Design Eroto~ype system; (3) Fabricate and test the proto~. Only 
ground testing is required, using typical operational data to evaluate 
system performance. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-. 
, 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIV,ITIES (RTOP,OTHER) 
Autonarous pattern recognition algorithm developrent. 
I 





Autonanous multispectral classification alg:orithm developrent" (lACIE, etc. ) I 
~-.~ 1 
! . ' 









TASK ITEM 1 





" t •:t I 
f 
3) Fabrication/Test 1:: !j I. 






INHOUSE __ 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
I CONTRACT 4 5 5 8 8 4 4 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .3 .4 .6 .6 2 .2 .1 
J 1 










SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
I PAGE 1 OF 2 
, 
1. TITLE Multichannel Spectrum Analyzer (MeSA) NO. 09 / E-2 / 06 
Real-time Pourier Processor (l09bin) ("FYP") THEME I W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 I 2~1 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 1 
.. Deve o~ s.lstems that will (1ermit continuous scanning of 
2300 MH~ band. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW Ul, \.\lILL BE LEVEL []J UNDER EXISTING PLANS, 
I b) ~EQUIRED APVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
IAT LEVEL ill FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: l~MJ 
I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
i HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [!] OR 
, ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
.~ .. ,J 
1 ,~ 
e) TASKS NEEDeD;. STUDY m ANALYSIS []] RESEARCH rn . 
GRD TEST m AIR CRAFT TEST 8 6 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 







f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 






Recognition Analyzer and Dispr~y will be requi red -'- to analyze output 
of UCSA . J 
" 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE'MENT REQUIRED TO 
I 
ACCOMPLISH NEED , 
1. Develo(1 106 bin, Rrotot~(1e PiQeline Cordie FFT anal~zer b~ F.Y. 78 







N ..; .; 
w 
possible) by F.Y. 79. 




l ~ ~ ~ Ii a: I W Iii < J; > ~, I w u. U. f:".' ~ 0 0 
4. Develop optimal 109 bit Pipeline Cordie FFT analyzer prototype 
by F. Y. 80. 
;~ ~~ ~. 
~; 
5. Operation of FTPwith Pattern Recognition Analyzer. _._-
.. 
-*Item will not be.flown 1n spa~e •. Wll~ be GSE. Llsted at level 7 to 
"-




PAGE 2 OF __ . _ 
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TITLE HIGH BATE DATA PROCE
SSOR 
NO. 10.11 E-2 
5 
THEME /W,G./TASK 
DATE 4 j 29/76 
6. RECOM;.1ENDED AP
PROACH/PROGRAM PL
AN TO ACCor ... l?LISH N
EED 
The approach involve
s oaG:l.cally three st
eps: (1) Develop devic!e
 and s~/stems 
technology. ( 2) Ground
'demonstration of can
didate technologies 
in test oed 
!2rocessors. O} Selection of technolo~~
 and imlJlementation into
 flightL 
ground ~ssor , lncl
lJ,ding LSI mi~;rQP;rQces





PROACt{ieS/OPTIONS The alternative is
 a comIl1ex. high now
er 
digital approach W.h
ich is not neeessaril
y practical for onbo
ard application 
or cost effective or




S {RTOP, OTHER} 




506-20-10 - High Cap








SCHEDULE ITEM 76 
77 78 79 80 81 32 83
 84 85 85 37 83 t 89 90 91
 92 93 94 95 






MicroProc. ArclJ . 









MANPOWER (M·Y) 4.5'9.5118118116'13181 




FUNDING (l06 $) , I I I I 
INHOUSE .06 • 3,
 • 9 •. 9 . 6 .4 . 2 
CONTRACT . 2 . 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
" 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F 2- " 
1. TfTLE stellar Sensing System Array Processor NO. 10 E2 7 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4/27 I 76 
.. 2. OBJECTIVE 
DeveloE an array Erocessor capable of performing tbe fUtlction' of : 
i photo9raEhic film in astronomical aEElications, when rulgmeotec: lIlftb proper detector arrays. : 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
, 
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT -SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL @] FOR OPERATIoNAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1991 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
--HIGH 0 MEDI.UM [KJ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
,: ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [) ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH (E GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE V 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Large detector arrays for all wave lengths 
of interest to astronomy, LSI technology, parallel processing system 
architecture. and software. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Study of candidate detector array characteristics and image enhance-
ment (digital integration) algorithms. 
(2) Development of processor architecture, interfaces and data display 
techniques. 
















f , . 
.•. 
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I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
. - .. PA~E 2 OF 2 
TITLE MULTICHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYZER (MCSA) NO. 09 E2 06 
Real-Time Fourier Processor (l09 Bin} (IIFTp lI ) THEME / W.G. / TASK 
. DATE--1...- / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Build 106 bin analyzer Bnd test over 2.0 year period _ 
--
at Arecibo 
3 Dellelop tecbniques f~yntbesizillg 109 bin alla¥ze~ b¥ pa~allelillg 
106 bill allal¥ze~s 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS The only possible alternative is a 
hybrid phot~-digital technigue which is consideredt6 be too expensive 
and unreliable for the anticipated use 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
SEll researcb at ARC aod JPL and RFI characterization at JPL 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Compo Sim. Study ,~ .. O 
106 bin const.&te tA-' 
109 bin design 
109 bin subunit A 
19~s~;~"Mcsi ~~~~ Ii 
QIIY I.e;) t. 
.. 
Other data j)lI'OCeS! • 
R&D,~~~ign & 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 1 8 13 18 10 10 10 15 15 15 15 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 4 30 50 70 20 20 20 25 35 35 35 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.02 .2 .3 .3 • 1 .1 . 1 .1 .2 .2 .2 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 1.5 2.6 3.4 1.0 .9 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 
- . 









































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO
.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE Large Capacity Onboard Storage Systems NO. lO,lV E2 / 8 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE __ 4/3:!.l 76 
2 OBJ~CTIV~ . . data storage technologies~forspace a~ljcatjcns beve opmen of. h~gh rlens~ty 
. ..... 
9 10 
bits and containing no moving parts. capable of storing 10 -10 
I 
3. NEED ANALYSIS I 
a) LEVEL NOW rn I WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD·BE T6CHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: '83, '90/ 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: A B 
HIGH ~ MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 ,LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY (i] ANALYSIS (iJ RESEARCH GJ 
GRDTEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) ~ Flt. Design & Dev. (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 200K (for A) plus 300K (for B) 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None required for A, basic resea
rch in 
memory storage technology (especia..lly in material research). 
, 
I -
5. SPeCIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
A. Meld NASA concepts for fault tolerance and modular architecture with 
I 
NASA and DOD components. Supports the Strawm~n package for exploration of 
the solar system in the requirement for large capacity solid state storage 
systems • 
B. NASA is currently developing a 108 bit bubble memory. A significant 
improvement in bit storage density, data rates, access time, etc. is required 
Consideration of alternate approaches, primarily CCD and optical storage 
should be made since it is not clear that 10
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i 
I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.! 
PAGE 20F 3 
TITLE A: Low Cost Fault Tolerant Random Access NO) Q,JYE2/8 
Memory THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE~ /27 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Combine C-MOS SOS silicon gate RAM technology with the MNOS EAROM and the 
bubble memory BORAM technologies to provide packaged hybrid memory modules 
which are low-power rapid-access nonvolatile memories from the user point 
----------------------------------------------------------_."---
ov view. Define control logic, design ;lul:lsystems, la,yout control chip·· 
----------
masks, design package, fab~icate prototypes, fabricate and qualify flight 
versions. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Endure high cost and low reliability 
of present memories. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, Ol'HER) 
Related activity on SOS under 506-18-31, on bubbles under 520-21-01, 
plus DOD BORAM programs in bubbles and MNOS. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




Flt Design II 
Grd Test 
Space Flt Tes r-H 
o 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
I INHOUSE i CONTRAC-T-··~·-~~--~+-+-~~~~--~+-4-~-+--4-~-+~~~+-1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE=-__ +-~.~~+.~l~.l~_+~~~~+_~~~_4~~+_~~_+-4 
CONTRACT .2 .3 .3 .1 .4 .1 
t 
! , 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE,JOF 3 
TITLE LARGE CAPACITY STORAGE SYSTEM NO. 10.11 E2 
I 
! " THI::ME /W.G. /TASK 
DATE 04 /27 / 76 
5. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Improve magnetic domain material and ~rocess technog~i where reQuired 
2. Desjgn and de~e]op storage delljce 
3. Desjgn system 
4. Fabricate s~stem 
5. Laborator~ tests 
7. AL1'ERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS O~tical {hologra~hic or direct} storage 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-20-13. A 108 bit bubble mass memory system js DOW uDder 
d~lle]opmeDt (300~tEY 11) 
504-2Q-1X Low Cost Eault IoletaDt Rundown Access Memor¥ (2001(,LEL77 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




1.Mat1 s. & Proc. 
2.Device des. & de ~ . 
3. System des ic:m 
4.System fab. 
5.Laboratory test n 
-
MANPOWER (M-Y) I 
INHOUSE __ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 3 3 4' 4 4 6 6 6 6 4 4 2 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .2 • .J .3 .3 .4 .4 .4 .5 .5 .3 .2 • 1 












"'" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1.TITLE LOW COSI DISIRIBUI1~SIEM NO. ]]/E2l09 
THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE _4_ 1 ... 1.71 76 
~ 
2. OaJECTIVE (onl;)l) technolog~ for Qrocessing. routing and Dellelop the jncrementa] 
distributing remote sensing and DCP data tQ u~er networks on a IIfixed order I 
and interactive basis. Assum~s gre-existence of an operatjonal 
3. NEEDANALysrnO) "CUI. 
a) LEVEL NOW [!]. I, WILL BE LEVEL [!) UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHoULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] F'oROPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE.BY I DATE: 1985 I 
0) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: ._-
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [j] LOwD -! 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMP:USHMENTS:, ENABLING [XI OR I 
HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 I I ENHANCING: 
I e) TASKS NEE'DED: STUDY l!l ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH []] 
i 
GRDTE.ST m KJ [) AI R CRAFT TEST SPACE FLIGHT TEST 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) I 
f) R&1T BASE CANDIDATE X , 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNO.LOGi ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED iFOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Pre-existence of an o~erational gi9ab~t/sec 
!!centra 1i zed ll s~stem is reguired. Assumed this baseline will delle]op out 
of eXisting and planned tecbno]o9¥ 
, ." . 1 i 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED . 
1. Operational low cost system study and analysis 
2. On board processor/com~ression develogment for low cost users 
~5:l comgressioil} 
3. low cost grollnd S}lstem compf!eSSioR sGheRie ~$lgK per statien} 
4~ Regional pr:ocessor: (pattern recognition. etc.) da¥e1opment 
5. Dellelop autom~tic ~out~Rg system 
6. Low cost user terminal design 
7. Low cost user console design (for interaction) 








.. .~.'. 1 
; . ~ 
~".ci . 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2-
TITLE STELLAR SENS:m:; SYS'TIN ARRAY PRCX::F.SSOR NO. ]0 F.? 7 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Review of detector array techmlogy developrent with sf€Cia1enphasis 
on feasible array sizes (103xl03 to lO6xlO6); (2) System design, incl~ 
---, 
trade-off study between array size and object scarming: str~tegy; 
(3) Prototype S~!2ten fabrication and test. (~l ~stem I;lerfnrrnance.. 
evaluation, including a flight test 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
, 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
---
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
--
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
(1) Techmlogy Re, • 
(2) System design 
(3) Fab. & test 
(4) Perfonnance 
.-







, i'· I ,I I 
~: 
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INHOUSE ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
CONTRACT 2 4 4 4 5 5 2 2 2 ,. 
FUNDING (106 $)' 
INHOUSE 








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE MICROELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY , NO.127-12 I E-2L10 
"' 
,- ._-. 
THEME / W.G./TASK 
" DATE 4 /28 f 76 : 
2. OBJECTIVE 
PrQ~jde a microelectronic tecbnQ]Qg~ fo~ oo-boatd s/-c ~pp~ icatAb 
with emphasis on reli~bi1itl and high densit~ LSI delljc:es~' I ' , 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn, WILL BE LEVEL @] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPE'RATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [Xl LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH !]] 'MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [RJ ANALYSIS [j] RESEARCH [il 
GRD TEST.O AIR CRAfT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) D. (Check one or more) . 
. ! 
506-18-33 (6OOK) NEW (40~Kl f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY ElectroD Beam I i:tbograpb.v 
" 
I 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO . L" 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Re 1 ; ab il i t~ : Develo~ df~~nostic methods for studxing MQS device faj]ure 
"' mechani sms; formuht~ model s of theniechani sms. and demonstrate test method for assuri ngreli abi 1 i tY, J1tJbe manufacturi ng process. 
High Densit~ LSI: DeveloQ a reliable thin oxide grocess; ~QQ1X electron 
beam lithograph~ to demonstrate devices ~itb ] mjcrQn latera] djmensioD. 
~ 
--












I 'J .~ j 































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR~NO.I PAGE20F 
TITLE lOW COST DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM NO. 111E2/09 THEME / W.G./ TASK 
<.-
DATE.-!- /27 / 76 
.-
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/~ROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Com~rehensive sensor-to-user studl of low cost o~erationa1 slstem' 
}2. Phase low cost distribution system into (by then) pre-exi~ting 
II centra 1 ized" sys ,\:.em in mi d-19S0's 
3. O~timize degree of centralization in subseguent sls~em versions 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Cer:lt~al:ized ~ySitemSi without low 
cost djstrjbutjon wjll be ~jable durjng next decade. IIse~ studies 
ir:ldicate r:leed £o~ dist~ibuted s¥stems subsequentl¥ 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
cu~~ent de¥elopments toward Landsat-C and (]ate~) "p~oto-opet~tioDa]" 
s~stems at GSECLERQS 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
- - FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
User needs study ~,.. 
, 
System study ~~ , 
On-board processo~ -
Regional Process. ( PRJ -- .. 
Auto rout; no. .0IIII t.. 
LOIIL cost t~rmi na 1 -
.. 
Low rnc:t {; ntpY';Jr ~on .... 
Svs Synthesis -
... I ... ., 
I J1. ,..nn"+l"II,...+;nn 
I MANPOWER (M.V) 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 6 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 2 12 12 16 16 16 16 16 
FUNDING (106 $) 
- .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 INHOUSE 
" 
CONTRACT .1 .6 .6 .S .. S .S ~8 .8 
j 








































"" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE RADIATION HARDENED ELECTRONIC NO. 10 1 11 L £-2/11 COMPONENTS THEME / W.G./TASK 
DATEL / 28! 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Io pro~:ide a radiation b~rdenedCQmpQDeDt tecboQ]og.v: which will 
. 
withstand a total integrated dose Qf ]Q6 rads 
I 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEV!=L [!J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [) FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1981 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM m LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING OOR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS lI1 RESEARCH m 
--
GRP TE_srOO AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FliGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Sp~cify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 186-68-83(1.3Ml l 506-18-34 (4QQK} 
4. OOMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY , 
, 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Definition of radiation hardened integrated circuit processes for 
- ---
MOS and biQbl~r linear Ie's. 
2. Hardness'~ssurance technigues. 
(a) Process monitoring . , 
(b) Device testing 
3. DeSign crlterja. , 
_II..J •••• ""'-~ ~.u-~~ .... '1I1HCIor~~""'~~ .... ~'><:!.-.r.':lJ~.,.~~'<1k ...... <!.~~ ....... '-"':>lI,;,'.~"'--~~.oI;M~- t;o...l.. •• _ _ .<:-. "-....l....... ~.--- •• --' ~L."'-_,,_~. ~ - -."'-----~ . .' .. ,::. 
1,' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 Of 2 
TITLE MICROELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY NO) ,7-12/ E-2/10 
THEME/W.G.ITASK 
DATE---i. / 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Re1 iabil it,}::: The approach is to first understand the eh,}::sics of failure 
process in MOS and to develop the necessar,}:: diagnostic too1s~ then to model 
the failure processes and design wafer test chips. High Density LSI: Deve10 
thin oxide techno10g,}:: on test structures and then extend to devices using 
E-beam lithography. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
The reliability as~ects of this Qrogram is being addressed jn RIO~ 506-]8-33. 
The high density work ;s a proposed new initiative. 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
r. M-Jde1ing II' 
Diagnostics r'l 
Process Controls 1: 






10 10 10 INHOUSE 10 6 6 4 
CONTRj\CT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.8 h . ( 1.1 1.1 .5 .5 .2 INHOUSE 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED ' FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE PARALLEL IMAGE PROCESSING ~~------------ NO. 10,11 £-2 12 
THEMEilW.G./ TASK 
DATE __ 4_128 /~76~ ____ _ 
. 2. OBJECTIVE DeVelop a photoreceptor array imbedded jn a logic matrix ana silicon 
LSI chip to provide real-time parallel image processing~' 
3. NEED ANALYSIS I i I 
a) LEVEL NOW rn; WILL BE LEVEL[[J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ([] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY !OATE: 198L1 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH m MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [R] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!] ANALYSIS [J RESEARCWOO 
GRD TEST [K) AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHTTEST 0 . 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more)' 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE' (New) 500K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY LSI arrays; high density lithography (electron beam or X-ray) 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
: ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Design of custom LSI arrays. 
2. Develop pre-processing algorithms for feature extraction from raw 
data (contour, motion, texture, etc.). 













SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR~ NO.1 
PAGE20F-L 
TITLE RADIATION HARDENED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS NO. 10,11 /E-2/l1 
I 
THEME /W.G. / TASK 
I 
: , DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED . ;- --. . 
1. Identify failure sensitive com~onents/~rocesses through test ~rogramsl 
and ~hysicsof failure studies. 
2. Identif~ needed ~rocess changes to enhance radiation tolerance! and 
I 
develog in industr~ as feasible. 
3. Develog screeojng and bardness assurance tecbnjQues for a broad range 
, of technologies. 
. 
7."AL TERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
186-68-83~ " .. 
506-18-23} 2raposed EYZZ BTQ2 1 s 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY i , 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 " 88 89 90 91 92 93 94; 95 
TASK ITEM 
Component Ident. 'V' 
Process Correlati pn : ~~ 
Screening & 
hardness assuranc~ ~, 
.. 
I MANPOWER (M-Y) I INHOUSE __ 10 8 
I CONTRACT , 
FUNDING (106 $( 
.7 .6 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 1.0 .8 












I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
-. 
1. TITLE PATl'ERN RE:CCX;NlTION ANALYZER NO. 9/E2/13 
AND DISPLAY (PRA) THEME I W.G.I TASK 
, DATE_4_1..1.81 76 
1 
2. OBJECTIVE (1) Develop. visual interactive system for identifyin:J intelli-
gent_sjgnals in the masshze Qlltput file of' the Eou:d,eJ;: ~Zel: (1i"1'P); (2) 
autanated EatteJ:ll recognition scanner for identifvincJ intelligent sicmals with 
high probability ani acceptably lCM false alarm rate. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
i 
a) LEVEL NOW GJ I WILL BE LEVEL [l]UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVAN,CEMENT -SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH ~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUMD LOW 0 
, )' 
I 
' e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!J ANALYSIS ~ RESEARCH f!] 
, tJ GRD TEST Ii] AI R CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST 
OTHER (Specify) ~ Test as part of overall SEl'I systattCheck one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE New. Need $1.1 million in FY 77 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 




5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Detennine dis~la~ media/human factors matched to solve disglay problem. 
2. Feasible hardware implementation. 
3. Test and evaluate candidate ~stems on SEl'I problem. 
4. SyIlthesize and test opt:imal zoan display (with 1012 IreItDry) 
5. StIivey likely intelligent pattems. 
6. r;>evelQI2 suitable P.R. algorithms. 
7. ,~lanentatiQn of algorithms with selected hardware. 
S. eorttinuing developnent of device technology for PRA. 

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE PARALLEL IMAGE PROCESSOR . NO. 10.11 E-2 12 I THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE--4... /28 /76 
fi. RECOMMENDEDAPPROACH/PROG~AM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
The a~~roach reguir~s the integration of digital logic elements with a 
..£hotorece~tor arra~i. Feasibi1it~ will first be demonstrated on a small 
array. The concept will then be expanded to handle processing of.an 
entire imaging frame. 
I 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS A garallel ogtical aggroach is b~ 
I gursyed at GSEC (ISE Computer) RIO~ i506-20-]~. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 




9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY , 









I MANPOWER (M-Y) 
5 8 10 10 10 ! INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.4 .6 .8 .8 .8 INHOUSE 
























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM Nt.). I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE Large Capacity Ground Data Storage System NO. 2111 E2 14 
THEME I W.G.! TASK 
DATE_-_4/ 28: 76 
, 
3·0~JECTI~E h eve op a. ~g capacity (1015 bits), high transfer -. 10 rate (10 bitsLsec}, 
ground data archival storage system. The data cata:loguiri~ function will also 
be conSidered. 
3. NEED ANAL,YSI,S • 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OP~RATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING AD\tANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM tEl LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: . ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING, HIGHD MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [!] RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE -~ 
, 4. 'COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADV~NCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Erasable storage materials for optical and 
electron beam storage systems. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Direct optical storage systems are now under development (502-23-31). 
Significa.nt improvement in these areas is required: (1) erasable storage 
media; (2) improvement in storage density, (3) data transfer rates. Studies 
in system architecture, data access/transfer methods and the cataloging 
function are required. , 
The system's data management considerations will include all external as well 
























TITLE PATl'ERN REX:XJGNITION ANALYZER ~PRAl "J
o Q/F.2/13 
THEME /W.G./ TASK, 
, 
DATE 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APP~OACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
 
Two-ghas~ program st:art,;im ~ith (ll deve~ of
 a "zocm" disp]a~ fat: 
studying intelligent signal characteris
tics, foll~ by (2) deve10pnent 
of autanated pattern recognition techniq
ues to perform the same recognition 
tasks on identified patterns 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
No alternative approach is presently kn
oNn. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVIT
IES (RTOP, OTHER) 
FTP(ISI & CCD marorv deve10prent by NASA and
 indus!;.!y. 
Large memories (11jE2/14) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDUl,ES I . __ 0. FY 
SCHEDUL.E ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
~~~ rJ ~~, FrI~r ,.. ,A f-S; iJ -
f\Civ • Jfeas • Study 
'\" r? 
L ~ 
~onst/Evq,l.Candid. .6 rl V 
~thesize Opt.Zoo LI-l o
S 7 
Prel.Patt.Reoog.St L 
~ L. .s ~ 
~ 
P~R. Algorithm StU::' 
'\ :? 
.L ~ 
P.R. Implem. Feas: L 
'\ i7 
~ 
pevice Tech. for PRtl rz 
'\ ~ 
L ~ 




INHOUSE 1 4 5 7 5
 5 5 6 
CONTRACT 2 22 40 38 16 22 34 36 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .2 .2 ~~ .1 .2 .2 INHOUSE -




~~ , i 
I 
.j 























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Safet~ in the Multipur~ose NO. 7 - E2 - 21 
Space Power Platforms THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE_4_ /26 176 
2. OBJECTIVE To develol2 the s~stems technolog~ to establjsb and majntajn safet~ 
aspects in the handling of space power 
I 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []], WILL BE LEVEL [[] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [§] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW m 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [RJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS [) RESEARCH 0 GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None 
. -
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develoement of general safety guidelines as well as the implementation of 
these. such as automatic mgt. techniques which establishes additional 
servomechanism loops within the more traditional power mgt. system. or as 
bias inputs to traditional control loops •. Communications and coding 
aspects must ,,1so be considered. The advancement necessary is probably 
one of system 'development, rather than component development. However, 
a study is necessary to ascertain whether or not comRonent development 















I ! ~ 
I 
$PACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE Large Capacity Ground Data Storage System NO.9.11 E2 14 
THEME /W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1- Major activities in the development of high density, erasable storage 
media for optical or electron bram storage are required. In addition, tech-
niques fllr high speed (1010 bits/sec) data transfer to and from memory need 
development. 
2. System design, inc:Luding consideration of internal and external data 
, management functions. 
3. SysEem 1mpIemen~a~~on. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CUR'RENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Developmento£ high density tape recording systems (OA, OTDA funded) • 
High capacity data systems, 502-23-31 (.2l-1) 
-_ .. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
.' 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
. 
1- Stllrage media 
... 
2. Data transfer 
3. Sys. design 
4. Sys. fab. , 
~es~. .. ~~ 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
I INHOUSE 3 3 5 5 3 3 CONTRACT 6 6 8 8 6 6 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 












SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
,~ 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE RADIQ EBEQUEHCY INIEREERENCE NO. 9 E2- 22a 
(RFI} ANALYSIS 2 SETI TH,EME I W.G.! TASK 
.. DATE_4_ . .2..§..1 76 
2. OBJECTIVE . ldentlf~ RFI effects on SETI for bQtb Eartb based aDd space 
s~stems ... EQr both 's~stems de~elop freqllenc¥ allocat~o!:l p~o(;9dbl~IiIS. f:o~ 
space based s~stems determine potentjal for: sbjeldjnQ 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn, WIL.L BE LEVEL III UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [5J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1976 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH 0 GRD TEST [XI AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED F.OR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY SETI antenna s~stem design 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
RFI analysis,and supporting tests, are required to establish the 
magnitude of Eotential interference to SET! b~ unwanted sources. 
Subseguent anal~sis shall be Eerformed to ~rovide 
material fo~curing CCIR allocatiQn of frequencies. Eor: space based s~stems, ana1~sis shall also be Qerformed to evaluate potential shie1d i 1'!9 
Earth based system operates 1.4 to 1.727 GHZ. 
Space based system operates 1.4 to antenna limit. 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
, i PAGE20F~ 
'" 
TitLE' Safety in the Multipurpose NO. t - E2 - 21 _ 
Space 2owe~ elatforms THEME / W.G. / TASK 
J DATE~..I28 176 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Development phases (block 9) starting :with first general and then ': 
- --
specific guidelines for detection and !monitoring system development. 
Gui de 1 ines wi 11, of necess i ty, wi 11 ericompass general high power usage, 
etc. Study/testI!hases 3, 4, and 5 \litH alsp determine whether or not 
com~onent deve]o~ment is [I~eded. 
- ,,' 
7.AL TERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS None i 
! 




9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES' 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
1. Dev. Initial I 
Safet.v Gdlines 
-2. Update'Gdlines 
3 n."c;;an n."t 
, & Monitoring $vs -'-l 
4. Breadboard/Tst 
5" Uodate Desion I 
6'. Implement " 
nl, 11 :vc; :."m unit 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 1 1 2 'w 1-- -, .'to"' ...... 2 i INHOUSE __ . ~- ., .. -'" \~""t., .. 
I CONTRACT --' :~- 2 f-- _.- --- :.,. 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 0 0 
CONTRACT 2 .4 .4 .3 .3 .J .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 
" 
\ ' 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
-" 
1. TITLE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (RFI} NO. 7 [E-2/ 22b 
ANALYSIS, MSPP THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28.! 76 
2. OBJECTIVE PerfQrm investigation I anal~sis gnd test necessar,y: to select MS~~ 
microwave freguencies and secure CCIR assignments 
3: NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL (]J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL IZJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HJGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW m 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY []] ANAL YSIS [[) RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [[] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
Defjnjtjon of de~ices' IIsed fot DC to BE con~etsjoo, ftom wbich output 
spectra can be derived. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
- -ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Effort will provide full understanding of output spectra of each DC _to RF 
converter candidate when couEled to candidate antenna elements. FCC and 
ITU regulations will be researched to as~ertain reguirements. System 
trade studies will determine impact on other spectrum users, with options 
for clear or shared channel. National/international agreements for 
operating frequencies, guard bands, allowable harmonic and spurious levels 






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
! 
ilTLE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS, SETI NO. 9/E2/22a 
! THEME /W.G. / TASK 
i 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76 
6. R-=COMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. ~nvesti9ate Eotential sources of interference in desired band. 
b. bevelog glans for CCIR freguenc~ reguest for Phase 1. 
! 
c. Design RFI shield for space system. 




7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
! ~-~ -j 
" 
.1 





9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 








a. Initial Inv. L ~ 




Shield Design 1. '" I7R 0 c. u 
d. RFI Technolog' L ~ I7R 0 ~ 
Phase II & II 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
h.5 INHOUSE 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Microwave Power Transmission and ReceEti on NO. 7 - E2 - .23 
THEME /W.G. / TASK 
DATf:_4_IPI 1976 
& O~1EC.TIV.E . sta 1~1I the techmcal and economic feasibj]jt~ Qf ad~aDced la~ge scale 
systems to transfer commercia11~ useful amounts Qf po~e~ (5 GW) !~om s;YJ:lcl:'n:Q. nous orbit to Earth by means of microwave transmissigD. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
I 
a) LEVEL NOW [J I WILL BE l.EVEL III UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [2] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEryI USE BY I DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [K] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!) ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH [) GRD TEST []] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [!) 
I OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS BEOUIREP FOR VSE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Extremely large space structures; high Qower 
I amplifier development; control systems; safety systems; RFI; trans~ortation to orbit. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH I\'EED 
Studies show that high power/efficiency tubes (5 KW at 90%), high gain/effi--
ciency antennas (92 dB at 90%) and extreme1i: accurate Rointing {O.OOSo} will 
be required to transfer commerciall~ useful amounts of power from space no---Earth. These components, integrated into asystemmustfu,nction reliably for", 
several decades. No componen ts exi s t toda~.: The recei vi ng antenna effj cj em;y must be increased to the 8S-90% range while retainingsimp1icit~and low cost 
of proquction. Transmitter tube technology {efficiency, losses, spectral 













~",;;:~~; ..• "<;'.L" . 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS, MSPP NO. 7 /E2 /22b 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE---1/ 28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN 1'0 ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. Determjne spectra aDd performance of eacbpatentjal DC-HE CODYerter 
candidate ~ben ~Qyp]ed t9~~nna. 
b. Research ITU and FCC regulations to establish requirements. 
c. Perfonn system stud~ tradeoffs to detennine im~acts on SSPG. 
d. Obtain national/international agreement for operating frequency, guard 
bands, and spurious levels. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
. -. . - ~ -
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
,-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Spectrum ~ 7 L~ 
b. Study Contract 't'" V l~ 
c. System Trade L ~ '"r? 






INHOUSE 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 




PAGE 1 OF 2 
NO. 7/E2124' 
THEME/ W.G./ TASK 
DATE~·/EI_7_6 __ _ 
Develop systemdes;gn and compollellts for spase te space laser i power transmission 
--.--------------------------------------~--------~------
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW~, WILL BE LEVEL [!) UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
i b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL (I] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1991 
~) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
: HIGH 0 MEDIUMrn LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [X] OR 
ENHANCING! HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
~) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [X) ANALYSIS CiJ RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST [i] AlA-CRAFT TEST 0 ..• ·SP,A.CE FLIGHT TEST 00 
OTHE R (Specify) 0 . '. (Check one or more) 
c( ~ ~ __ ~f)~R~&:T~B:A:S~E~C:A~N~D~I~D:A~T~E~~====~================~============~~ ffi ~ ~ ~ 4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR :;; li ~ ~ USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY oWW CI) fhf~ Ci Cl:wa: w 
QCDW .... za:~ u 
c(Ll .... : 




u ~~ ________________________________________________________________ ~ 
ffie~..J~ ~QX:wz OWQ.C o c(~>Qi= Z-,CD:Et,) W:lffi...Jz ~~t;~fi: 






5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Transmitting/Rece.iving system beam directing technjques to improve trackjllg 
accuracy; 








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~M NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE Microwave Power Transmission and Reception NO. 7 - E2 - 2.3 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
It DATE~/ 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/rROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Initiate a systematic program to define microwave energy transmission system 
concepts and answer fundamental questions determining feasibil i t~. Initiate 
a program of system engineering s_tudies, technology development and. major demonstration tests, Key areas include power sources, interfaces, DC-RF/RF-DC conversion, mechanical systems, phase front control, etc. 
i 
.J 
" 1 7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS A-laser system of power transmission 
'" has been suggested although substantial increases in raw· power and efficiency 
arereqIJired. 1 , 
:i ~ CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) , nergy transmission by microwaves RTOP 650-40-10 
-j 
~ 
~ --- -----Receiving antenna technology develoQment RTOP 650-40-10 





I 9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
'J J FY I , 
I SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 _J I 
1 TASK ITEM 
A 
I 
System Study ~ SV ! 1 Compo Dev. :v L..;>. 
Ampl. Dev. ,Ll \l 
') , 
1 
1 Syst. Integ. .~ V 
Ground Test 
'V l.~ Dev. Flight 16 





5 5 5 8 10 10 5 INHOUSE __ 
.CONTRACT 5 5 5 10 10 10 0 
FUNDING (l06 $) 
.2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 INHOUSE 
"-
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE10F 2 
-,. TITLE Space-to-Space Wid~ .. Band Communtcations NO. 8&12 - .' E2 ' 25 
THEME / W.G.IIASK 
I , .' 
I DATE~i/ 26 l 76 
2'CWe-tfe9~~V~ommuni cati on systems for multiple ~oint-to-~oint communications 
in space between Advanced Space Transportation Vehicles and those used 
in Industrialization of Space. 
3. NEED AI\!ALYSIS _..' __ " I 
a) LEVEL NOW 1]], WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL E1 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 
,-
1988 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM IKJ ; LOW. 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO HIE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING I!J OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED~ STUDY [] ANAL YSIS IXJ RESEARCH 00 
GRDTEST [!] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 ! (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Support wide band communications (numerous voice, data, and video channels) 
.. 
using frequencies above K band; i.'e., mi 11 imeter waves and D&G bands above 
100 GHz, and/or laser links. All components of these links including 
multi-beam antennas for simultaneous transmissions to multiple vehicles. 
System analysis to oetimize freguenc~ and modulation technigue selection. 
-
.. , .. 








I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE Laser Power Transmission NO. 7 E2 
24 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
, DATE~/ 28/ 76 
. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
i Systems':studies to identify alternatives among LASER types and beam . I 
transmitter/receptors optimizing for efficiency and long life. Adaptive 
optics. A modest power system will be developed for experimental flight 
-
test followed by high power systemdevelopment for long term needs. 
I 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
I 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. tECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
, 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 17 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 
94 95 
TASK ITEM 
System studies ~ • "I 
Comeonent De.v. 
OSC. .. :J... rr ,y 






Beam steering sys. ~ .,. ~ , 
~liQht Exo. Svs. 
e ~ 
High Power System --
~. 
:0 y 'K 
:MANPOWER (M-Y) 1 1 1 2 4 
INHOUSE 
1 10 10 8 4 2 
CONTRACT 2 2 2 4 8 2 20 20 16 10 6 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.c5 .Db .os .1 .2 .1 .5 .5 .4 .2 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT . I .1 .1 .2 .4 .2 1.0 I.e .8 .5 .3 ..J 
", 
!;r:~~~'~-'W.'"'!:'"~~-' -~---'---.";');"'·:~·C""'-':"""-~·4~,:-::r.~r-~-.. . - ",-'-~~'~'f'~<~""~'~:i~''":''':.~T"~-':;'~·~·'-:-:<''''·'"1C':~''C::·~~~~~~r~''!:,,~..,.,-·~~.u~-'~~~}~""<f~_'*'*t· ... "V~ . 

















ca:a W t; zcc~ c( C(uw a: 
. SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE On-Board Multi-Loop. Multi-Channel 
COl1ll1unications System 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2. 
NO. 8-12 E-2 26 
THEME/ W.G./ TASK 
DATe 4 ·',28 / 76 
2. OBJECTIVE t . h': h· t t. he onboard (. t 1)' 'd d t 
-lJevelop sys ems W lC mee 10- erna VOlce, Vl eo, a a 
and cOITl11and communications requirements of large multi-man space 
stations 
3. NEED ANALYSIS I 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [[] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE ByloATE:1985 
cl RISK;IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: I 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM IXJ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: EiNABLfNG m OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 . MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [K] ANALYSIS [!J RESEARCH []] 
GRD TEST [!] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPAC.E FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
~ __ ~fl~R~&~T~B~AS~E~C=A~N~D~I~D~A~T~E~==================================~I 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
fB:3~ « - 1 
>Q
U ~ ~~--------------------------------------------------~------~----~ i ~ ~ u: ~ 5 .. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO f' 
~ 5 ~~ ~ 'ACCO~PLlSH NEED .•. .•. ,. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Low cost (probably using expandable standardized module 
zow..- .... Ii'
~~~~~ weight and high reliability (application of fiber optks 'for transmiSsion 
~ ffi ffi.i=~ and mult;ol~xi~g), application of tracking and telephony techniques to ~~~~~ - - -
,..: N";'; multiple types of signals (VOice, video, commar.ds) in multiple,duplex 
approach) • low 
communication modes. Audio and video terminal devices such as color 






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE I SPACE-TO-SPACE WIDEBAND COMMUNICATIONS NO.B,12/E-2/25 
i 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
I 
DATE 4 I 28/ 76 
-. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Use of communications freguencies above K Band including lasers to 
accommodate very wide bandwidths up to lBOO Mhz (SETI). Integrated s~stem 
approach to accommodate_multiple vehicle communications traffic model . 
. -
.-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS A family of systems using increasingly 
higher frequencies: millimeter waves, 0 & G bands, laser. 
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Rela~ communications links proposed for Low Cost Mu]ti-Ser~jce 
Communications. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
--SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TA~iK ITEM 4~ Tra ffi c Mo(i<~ 1 
Bandwidth Req. t:r , 
-_. 




----,.,--.. -. -. 
Breadboard :~ -\) 
Engr'g. Model I n 
Evaluation ~ V 
DeficiencyCorrec .\"'1 R 0 
.1 Y 
" !MANPOWER (M-Y) 2 4 4 4 4 2 .2 l~. , INHOUSE __ I . --1-. 
I CONTRACT 6 10 10 9 8 6 6 ".,,--1-- • ." ..... "'!i"' ... '.;, .... 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. 1 .2 .2 .2 .2 • 1 • 1 INHOUSE 















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE lOW NOISE RECEIVER NO . 9.10/E2/27 
.. 
- THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE __ 4 /28 f 76 
2. OBJECTIVE [}e~e]op Jaw nojse r~ceivet' s!lstem for SET! I either for Earth or 
S~ace-based s~stems. Similar system required for Orbiting Deep Space 
Station (ODSRS} 
-
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) ~EVELNOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL eJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
IAT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1984 I I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT; 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING []] OR 
I ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY (IJ ANALYSIS []] RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST []] Al R CRAFT TEST 0 - SPACE FLJGHTTEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 . (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
Antenna design to ascertain max. operating freq. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED i -:: 1 .. ~ 
a, Recej~et:Dojset~mp~ratU\'e: less than 3K. 
b. Receiver bandwidth: 300 mhz 
c. Tunable over 1.4 GHZ to antenna frequency limit using either tunable 
maser or 'tunable cooled up converters. 








i SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE On-Board, Multi-Channel~ Multi-Loo~ NO. R .12 F-? ~a 
I Communications THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE--4./28/76 
6. RE~OMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Application of Trunking/Telephony techniques to large, multi-man s~ace 
station empbasjzjng low cost standa~d modules to enable expans10n o~ 
the system without rede~lopment. Application of Fiber Optics .App1 i-
... 
catjoD of projection de~ices for color IV djspla~ Development of 
I terminal devices reguired to display and cQntrol te1eQperatQr ~jdeQ. 
I data and commands. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Flat panel displays 
I 
i 
a.CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
SystemSl Studies , t7 I ~ 
Standard Module I /\ L - V 
2~stribution 
".,+om L:s 57 
A SV Terminal Devices f~ 
R a 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 1 1 2 4 2 
CONTRACT 2 2 4 10 4 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.05 .05 .1 .1 INHOUSE .2 
CONTRACT .1 .1 .2 .5 .2 ~ 









, J: ~~C"T"«_ ~,,~'c~--o'_~'~ .~,~~~~ ___ 'r_"", __ ""-_-~~,,~~~~-·~·~--·-·,,,~_'_~-T"~ ~"""",~~.."..".-"."...,..,-~~,"""-,,",,,, .'" ' ..... ··~:~·~'''·-'l 
I 










SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Antenna Analysis/Design for SETl and NO. 92 10[E2[28 
THEME / W.G. / TASK OOSRS 
DATE_4_ I!!! / 76 
2. OBJECTI VE '. Perform trade studles necessary for antenna selection 2 then 
prOld de delle] apment tb~1I protot:¥pe mOQe1 test. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [2], WILL BE LEVEL [?J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b), REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
\ AT LEVEL [5J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [oATE:1984 I 
c)iRISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
, \ HIGH o MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
!dlCRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [1] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEED,ED: STUDY tIl ANAL YSIS (]] RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST (]] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) H&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
.. 
, , 5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Fj na] j ze agtenna requi remeDtstben de)Je] op 'anter:ma tecbnolog:¥ to des~~ed level. Current estimate of reguirements are; 
Antenna Diameters M . Q~eratj Og FreQ. GI::IZ 
SETl Phase 1 30 1. 4 to 300 GI:IZ 
SETI Phase 2 300 I ],g to ]5 GHZ 
. I SETI Pbase 3 3QQQ ] 4 to 15 GHZ I 
, ODSRS Phase 1 50 2.3, 8.4 
















i SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 TITLE LOW NOISE RECEIVER NO. 9.J OLE2/27 \ THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4/2806 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED i I. i a. Develop final requirements for SEn and OOSRS. I ' 
.. I b. 1iradeoff alternate system configurations. including maser (and up-, I c~nverter. if u_sed) cQQ.1,-,ic.un~gL-' ___________ . ______ _ c. Design. fabricate. and test prototype design. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Tunable maser versus cooled up converter. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 TASK ITEM 




c Prototvoe L ~ ~7 
Fab. & Test 
(2 units) 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE ___ ~~~6~~6~4~~4~4+-~~;--r~-+~~~~r-r-+-~ CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 















- SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
: PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Transponder, Deep Space, X-Band Uplink, NO. 10 1 E2 .1 29A 
S-X or S-K Downlink THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE __ 4 /27l 76 
2. OBJERTIVE Deve o~ trans~onder technolog~ through breadboard test in simulated sQace 
environment. Transponder does not include power amplifier. 
i 
; 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a)ilEVEL NOW rn, WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1984 I 
c)-RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIU~ 0 LOW ~ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
ENHANCING: ~IGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY IKl ANALYSIS m RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [X] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE·FLlGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (SpecifylD (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
U$E OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
X- and K-band power amplifiers. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
I 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop transponder requir~ments, design, fabricate and test a breadboard 
(eledtrical equivalent to flight unit) in a simulat~d space environment. 
This transponder operates at X-Band on the uplink and provides optional 
downlink operation at S and X band, or Sand K band. 
-
- ,~.,' , . 






• , . 
.... ~ 
~~ ~'!!~''''.!'~.1'''~~' _____ ,"",:,,~'''-'U~~'''''~.''~.~~~~''~·:~~'''''''''-''';·-~-''''!"Y" ~:);'~- "-~-~-~ .. ~,,,~------.,- ..... ,~ 
I 
i 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
~ITLE Antenna Analysis and Design for SETI and I --'-'''''---------=-------'--'-"'<"'"'--~---''-'~-=''''''--
\ ODSRS 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
NO. 9,lO/E2/28 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE..-1..-/29 176 ~. ~ECpMME~DED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
i : a. Develop final set of requirements I " 
I b. Trade-off potential antenna configurations, estimating costs, 
feasibility risks. 
c. Develop technology through prototype fab. 4 test 3 for Phase 1 
for SET! 
d. Technology dev. for Phases 2 & 3. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
---------------------------------------~.~.~,-=--------------~ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM " 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
·T.A:SKITEM 
a. Requirements L~ 
b. Tradeoffs ~ 
c. Prototype Fab 
'R 0 
, 
, & Test 
d. Technology for 
Phases 2 & 3 o n 
~ MANPOWER (M-Y) I INHOUSE __ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 I CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 















~ .. , ~ .. ~ .,_ ... ,-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE SPACEx:::RAFT TRANSPONDERS AT 43/86 GHZ NO. 11 / E-2 / 29B 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
, 
, DATE __ 4 /28! 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Deyelop technQlogy fQt: spacecraft: tran!Olp::lnnpl:S at 43 ana 86 GHZ. £p€lGtJ:um 
c:t'C1Nding will force broadcast satellites to higher freqllenci es 
I 
3. NE'ED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW lID, WILL BE LEVEL [[] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL iGJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 198 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
': HIGH 0 MEDIUM EI LOW 0 
d)'CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [i] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [K] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [i] A!R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [XJ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USEOF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
DeveloQ low-cost SI?acecraft transponders, incl!ldhlg pre-amp]jfjers, ]ow 
noise frequency conversion and amplification. 
43 and 86 GHZ'. systans provide the potential for broadcast systans which, 











SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE TransQ6tider 2 'Dee(;1 S(;1aCe 2 X-Band Uplj~k~S-X NO. lO/E2/29A 
or S-K Downlink THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /29 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. DeveloQ final set of reguire~ents. 
b. System design, including digitizing, as a(;1pro(;1riate. 
'" 
c. Fab. & test breadboards of critical elements. 
d. Fab & test prototYQe units. 
-
-'-" 
" - 1 











9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
.-










a . Requirements ~ 
.. ' 
b. Sys tern Des, i gn 
c. Breadboard Fab 
& Test 




1; '! \! 
'. tl 
'j g !l 'j i1 ~ "A 






















INHOUSE __ 4 4 4 3 3 
GONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 3 3 3 .3 3 

















".",-" .. "" .. ",,~'~' ".~."-" .... -. __ •. " . .........,.... ..... " ... "".-."-" -..... , 
I_----------------------''''''·~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TlrlE Global Positioning_ System -Navigatjon 
and Tra:~!ng Data Communications 
-+------_._._, ---------------------------
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
NO,8,1l,12 E2 - 30 
THEME / W,G, / TASK 
DATE---1r27 i 76 
2. O~EC.TIV~ d 
. '.. rOVloe ,N&C ata from 9"J:g~slt1on _s~stem (NA\!SIARL __ ",_, ___ _ 
~--~-~~.~-----,---.----~~=-.. -. -~,---------
: 3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW (g], WILL BI: LEVEL [[] UNDER EXIS,ING PLANS, 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - sHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL m FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY liiill:198S: 1 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM m LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: f:NABLlNG m OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) ,ASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [X] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST fK) 
ffi OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) ~ 
~ f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE ffi~~ I ~4-.-C~0~M~P~L~E~M~E=N~T~A~R~Y~T~EC~H~N~O~LO~G=Y=A=D=V=·A=N=C=E=M==~N=T=S==R=E=Q=U=IR=E=D==F=O=R===========-~ 
~ ffi ffi ~ USEOF THIS TECHNOLOGY . __ ~_~= .. ' __ ., ... ______ ="~~. __ ".__ • fu~! a: 
a:\.Wa:: UJ ~~~ ~ 
"::t'..JWt.I ~ 
= hl:t ~ I __ ::::::::::: ........ :_~_-_-_ _:..-_=_==_·_··_' _-_~ __ ".': .. ::::::::_-_-_:. .. -=::::::::_~_ .. _,:-;;:::.o-_" 
_
 ~ .._ ... *...,_'''._'";;''_.-= __ ~ .-------"-f ~ c.;;".) t..) r"' 5':0;;; '* ~;~U!e QU4~QQ 
«i°;:. ~...., ~u ~::::~...JZ: ~~~~~ ;:: c ~) .... l-~_\o<,.~'Z 
i:~~~~ ::t:;:,~~ ~~~=:£~ 0.;- ...... ..::0.. 
5. SPEOIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANOEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Sp~; bOt'1l1:'! ant~nlla/t'ec!iver con!pa~"i~le ~"illL8..~~llL\ysTA~~~y'~S:;;..,;, t;;,::.e;.;,:.I11.::..... __ _ Aug~n~I~,!at1~!J:l1e .~~ to a~~!l1lnoda!.fL-911!!r.~tiot~~~£ve th~_eTesent NAVSTAR altitude of 11 ,000 nautical miles. 
Se:o~~g~~'a tJ§£~y§t~~:i~~T;;t'·1~~,;~t~;;;l.'~Ai8:~p~·~~~_~t,~,bj'9h . ~= 


























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE Spacecraft Transponders at 43/86 G 1 & 2 NO. 11/E2/29B 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~ • .I29 /76 
6. :RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN iT() ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. Develop final set of requirements. 
b. Design system. 
c. Fab and test breadboards to level 3 or 4 the critical elements. 
d. Fab and test prototype units of total transponders. 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-_ .. ,. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Requirements .4~ 
b. Design I 
c. Breadboard Fab I 
& Test 






I MANPOWER (M-Y) 
i . INHOUSE __ 4 4 4 4 4 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 3 3 3 .3 3 
"-
CONTRACT 3 1 1 1 1 
',1,,',', ~ 
" 











. I FORM NO.1 SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Low Cost Multi-Service CommunicatioINb. 11 E2 31 
Systems THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE-.L I2.a. / Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Develop syst.ems which provide low cost lJSQ.r 'serviec,inelu 
ding 20int to 20int 2crsonal communications Qye~ a JIljde range 
of information types (multichannel, voice, video-imagery, daila 
R 1C'.h AR nAvi O'A 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL 8J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
t)) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE By·IDATE: 12201 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [1] ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST [iJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ~ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
! f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4; COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Low cost mobile ground terminals; increased radiated power 
from satellites through combinations of higher power trans-
mitters and larger high-gain antennas; shaped multibeam antenn~ 
systems; R.F . spectr.um utilization techniques; broad banding. 
, 
and multiplexing techniques to accommodate multiple channels & 
video data; bandwidth compression; methods of llieeM ng BRI 
r~9.uirements of the COIRo .' ._Low....:copt methods oCpverQoming 
the atmospheric attenuation 2roblemsof the h=!..gher freguencies 
including lasers required by wideband information; 
. EncrYQting 












SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
'" 
i 
TITLE Global Positioning System - Navigation and 
I Tracking Data Communicatjons 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 -
NO. 8 ,11 ,12 E-2 30 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/28 /76 
16. ~ECOM_MEND,EDAPPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
I Bui;ld on DOD NA1JSTAR system by developing compatible antenna!receivers 
for spacecraft. For operations higher than 11,000 nautical miles 
develop second ge~eration NAVSTAR to assure communication link. 
-----
Direct cOl1ll!)unjcat~on with mWSTAR satel1ites. 
~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Rel ay sate 11 i tes to communi cate wi th 
the baseline NAVSTAR system 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
OEX (Orbiter-Experiment Program) plans experiment using modified NAVSTAR 
recei ver. 
--------------------------------,. 
9. TECHNOLOG¥ SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 
TASK ITEM 
OEX NAVSTAR ~ 
~~~~e~1titude ! 

















I INHOUSE ____ +_~1_r-2+_3+_3~-6+_6+_4~-3~+_~-r-+~--~+_~_r_+_; 
! CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 













































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2-
1. TITLE Active. Modular. Multi-Frequency. NO. 9 / E2/ 32 Phased Array .. Antennas. THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE __ 4/.!:..6J 76 2'~~6bV~dular antenna systems with self-contained distributed trans-mitters and low noise pre-amplifiers. at S. X and K band. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL []} UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGYAEADY AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1991 I c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: _._., . 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM[!] LowD 
,,-d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR ENHANCING: HIGHD , MEDIUM [[) LOW 0 e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY lKJ ANALYSIS 00 RESEARCH [K] GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [[] OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COM~LEMENTARY TE-cHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE 'OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
None 
I 
5. Sf;lECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO : .. ,. ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop technology through shuttle demonstration of modular antenna , 
















,. ~~r~"'!;'.1t"'""l'rT"""""""r':~>"~""-"'~'~"""~~~"':';"'- "_T"'!.'"""_r;_-:~''''''''--~""··''''''''''!;~''''"l'''''-':~''''~'."''!l''" __ ,~...-",,,,,_·;"'~_~~·m~~~~~~'''''''''''~T'>.~""~~-"'~ 
.;. :""". 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE Low Cost Multi-Service Communi QatiQDS NO. ~ j;? ~J 
THEME / W.GfTASK 
Syttema 
DATE 4 / 2~ 67 
i 6 . .RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
High power communications satellite(s) with large antennas 
and capability of relaying informat.ion from ground stations 
or other satellites (Earth Resources 2 etc. ) • Nar~ow apd broad 
beam, multiple access capability. Use of higher microwave 
I freguencies and lasers. Overall approach is a multipurpose cOlllmunicatbns satellite. 
Ex15ens~vf.; svs'Eems s'Euaies :Co adaress cost and technoll1Q'v t.YO.<lnp!'l 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Dedicated ground-to-space and 
space-to-spaC!e C!ommllojcatjoos satellites ;COl:! each type at: 
.; a~p±ieatieai 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
TDRS, CTS, NAVSTAR, MARISAT 
j .. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEGULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
I 
TASK ITEM 
Systems Stud. It!" rz; IL). X7 
Antennas L,... ~ v 
R.F. Componentf !:-:s. .t-l v 
I 
Lasers L t" t; ~ 
pignal processo s-I . 
~p in ~. pompression. er cr 
multiplex. etc ~ :sz I 
mi J': ~pw Cost Gnd. Te ila s "'r- ~ 
IIncludes Disnlilvc; 1:< 'U 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 2 Ll LI 4 0 6 6 4 2 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 4 R 1 ;J 1 11 h 1 :16 t12 8 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 • ..to INHOUSE .;;.. ,.;J, ,~ ,,8 IS .,.1 ,/ l 
CONTRACT 

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 




PAGE 1. OF 2 
NO. lO/E-2/ 33 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE _4_ / 28 / _7_6--,-__ 
Perfonn analysis and system studies necessary.:to provide cost 
effective configurations for relay canmunications to probes, landers, 
penetrators, or sub-satellites. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 0. WILL BE LEVEL [jJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL iii FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS:: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM [RJ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY l!J ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [!J 
GRD TEST ~ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLiGHTTESTD 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE RTOP 506-20 .. 22 , 
~~~~~~~~-='========================~ 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Propagation modeling study. 
-----------'.----------------------
5. S~ECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
AGCOMPLISH NEED 
I . 
pevelop set of system requirements summarizing potential missions. 
,'. DeSign, develop, and test relay system candidates in simulated 
planetaryenvironnents. 




I '; I 




~ ..... -,;!";·':"'!·",w";." m.. .. ,,.,;.~..:.....'~'M~""':"'~~~~""""''''''~~~~ .. ~.;,.-',,:,~'''''''~~. ~ ".~-' ~j.:._~~~." __ -,,-,;..ill2c'IL..±''''~A,,,,:·~.:.J:::t< . ..,..!J~:..u~:.~.:.~'::;. . ..:: _·" __ ::"._·_.ll·_'~.-_" .Li. . .. ~ 
, 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO.1 , PAGE 2 OF 2 TITLE Active, Modular, Multi-Freguenc~, Phased NO. 9JE2/32 Array Antennas THEME 1 W.G. 1 TASK 
DATE 4 129 /76 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED a. Develop set of requirements consistent with potential missions. b. Prototype system design 
c. Prototype Fab. and Test 
--




-7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
, 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 TASK ITEM 
a. Requirements • I.--! 
b. Design 
c. Fab. & Test 
Prototype 
d. Shuttle 





INHOUSE 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 CONTRACT 














SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
l.TITLE Propagation Modeling 
- --- - -c: NO. 10/E-2/34 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
-- DATE 4 /28 ,76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
tr,ansmissions through De~e]QP under~t~ndjng of effects on radio wave 
or near the sun, interplanetary medta, and planetary atmospheres. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
') LEVEL NOW ([], WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING, PLANS. 
01) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECl:fNOLOGY READY 
I AT LEVEL (A] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
I HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
d~ CRITICALITY ~O THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
I ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM [!] LOiN 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [K] ANALYSIS [!J RESEARCH [J 
GRDTEST ~ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE RTOP 506-20 .. 22 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
", 
. -
--,- , . 
, 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANO.EMENT REQUIREDTO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED' 
Develop th~ory describing, effects of the s~n, interplanetar} media, and I planetary.a'bnospheres on cOOlmunications link perfonnance, to the point tha 
link tolerances on atmospheric effects are less than. 1 db. 













·F~-'--.-:: - --r"~" ~~ , .. -
" r" 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE Relay Technol09~ for Planetar~ S~acecraft NO. 1 nll='?I~~ 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /29 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN 1'0 ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. Establish s~t of performance requirements. 
b. Review data on atmospheric effects. 
c 
c. Establish per~ormance of coherent. non-coherent. and h~brid 
modulation technigues. 
d. Relay system configuration trades. 
e. Antennas and antenna pointing. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
.. 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Requirements r-' 
b. Atmosphere tr ~ 




e. Antenna Trades 
,-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE 3 3 3 3 3 3 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (10!> $) 
INHOUSE 2 2 2 2 2 2 CONTRACT 
, 


























" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PA4E 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Near Field Communicatjons Systems N0,7.8,lOJ2 E2 - 35 1-- -
Including Visual CQnJnuDicatioDs THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE __ 4 I!! l 76 
~ 2·OW~b~V~onJnunications systems to meet near field requirements of space 
station. and other vehicles employing multiple EVA astronauts! subsatelli~ 
or detachec;l tel E!Operators. 
-3. NEED ANAL YSI~') 
a) lEV~L NOW rn, WilL BE LEVEL [[] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRiED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
\ AT LE~EL (!J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: '1985 I 
c? RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
I HIGH 0 MEDIUM M1 LOW 0 
_d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING K&] OR i I ENHANCING: ~ HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 I j e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY I!l ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST [J SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
_. 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
--
'-~ l -, ~ 





• I j 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
System approaches to solve near field-far field compatibility problems. 
:.1 Antenna and frequency selection techniques to avoid shadowing and 
antenna pattern nulls. Wi de band wi dth low tarrier frequency RF tomponent~ 
I MulUple access communications. 
Television cameras emplo,Ying reliable, long life solid state TV cameras -CGD, CID, integrated o~tics/visual sensors,stereo, color res~onse and 














TITLE Propogation Modeling 
NO. lOlE2/34 
, THEME /W.G. / TASK 
DATE-L / .2..8/ .lfL 
6. RECOMMENDED APP
ROACH/PROGR~M PLAN
 TO ACCOMPLISH NEE
D 
a. Analyze effects of pr
evious projects (Helios, Vikin
g, Pioneer) 
comparing results with 
theorl. 
b. Upgrade the~retical 
models where appropriat
e. 
c. Perform detail ed com
muni cati ons effects anal
ysts for areas where 











 77 78 79 80 81 82 8
3 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Analysis of 
.iott 
prior data 
b. Upgrade 4 ~~ 
theorY 




















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 8 
1. TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, U
HF NO. .11 E2 
36A 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
4 27 J6 
DATE __ I_I 
2 q9J~~JdYJP a h1gh power RF system technology for
 sEace broadcast a~Elica-
tion (sol i d state). -
I 
, 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
, 
a) LEVEL NOW [3J. WILL, BE LEVEL @} UNDER
 EXISTING PLANS. , 
b) REQUIRED APVANCEMENT - SHO
ULD BE TECHNOLOGY READ
Y 
AT LEVEL IT! FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE B
Y IDATE: 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEME
NT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW I!l 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLIS
HMENTS: ENABLING ID OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO ME
DIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS rn RESE
ARCH [] 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIG
HT TEST []] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 
(Check one or more) 




USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
Advancement of solid state UHF 
comQonent effi-
ciencies required; low power co
mbining possible. 
; 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY AD
VANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Final amplifier eff'lciency dire
ctly affects the DC power r~quirements
 
(linear relationship). 
Transistor junction temperature (~1250C)
 requires solution of thermal 
problems. Loss of efficiency due to 
power combining losses in outQut 
circuit components {switches,diplexer
s, filters, etc.} has to be mini-
mized. Critical parameters are power 
out~ut, efficiencY2 size! wei
gh~ 
and long life. 
, .. - ~ 
-
I , 
~~---'~------~ ~~-~---~.-"~-~~- ~l 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 1 
PAGE 2,OF 8 
TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, UHF NO. 11 - E2 - 36A 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/ 27/ 76 
6~RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLIS~ NEED 
Develop a solid state UHF power amelifier and assodated gower conditjQni-D,g 
and output circuit comeonents (switches! filters. l20wer cQmbiners, etc.) 
required for direct broadcast application such as disaster warninR. Power 
level 50-500W, bandwidth 20 MHz, gain 30dB. 
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Crossed field amplifier - has to be 
developed. Power combining of many low power sources is feasible. 
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) " .... 
Disaster Warni.ng Satellite Study, March 1971, NASA-LeRC 
Dlsasfer ~arning System, N~SA CR-134622, Report, CSC 
Disaster Warning Satellite Study Update, July 1975, NASA-LeRC 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
I FY , 
" SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Tradeoffs ~ ~ '7 
Thermal L~ F7 
AMPL Design i.6: p 
Breadboard Test 1,6-fV 
Devl/Fab. It:t R 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 2 2 INHOUSE __ . 
CONTRACT 4 0 10 2 
.' 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE) OF 8 
1. TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, X-Band NO. 10 - E2 - 36B 
THEME / W.G./ TASK J 
-I 
DATE_4_ 1-27/ 76 
2 q~~CTI¥Jr (X Band) 
. evep an X-Band microwav~a~plifier design for dual mode TWT to 
support the deep space communication requiremen t:s • 
3. NEED ANA,LYSIS (X Band) 
a) LEVELl NOW GL WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
i 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
1 AT LEVEl" [2J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY.IDATE: 1985 I 
i c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STuoyD ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST II] AI R CRAFTTEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ~ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Further development anq ~ef~nement of multi-
stage depressed colle9tor and power processor efficiencies. 
5. SPE~IFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Design to achieve good overall efficiency with good Ehase and gain Qerform-






,~~~~":~;'-~"-->---"~;,:,,'r- .~, ~~'---A~':"~·"-;;~"~<~~~:"''"''''''''''~.';'~-~r.-', "~',;"r<~. ~r-,">"'~~"'C'"""'~-~" "-··.'"r"Ji"".iI!'T""",("-:-;-'::r '-"'r--.-'-:;:"'7"''!'~''-'''"'':'l'''''''-", .~.,,-~--'" ;~ ..... <:'"~-' •• ~>-"C-"'--',....~~';:~T>'I'~~~ -;-.' ..." .... _ .• ""'~ ~...,:.,L: _-; 
I 
i SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE4 OF 8 
TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, X-Band NO. 10/11 - E2 - 36B 
I THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/ 27/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop a dual mode, 100W/sOW tapered Helix amplifier augmented with a 
multi-stage depressed collector and spent beam refocusing system. The 




... ' ~ 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Less efficient amplifier can be used 
with increase in prime power. Data transmission rate can be reduced. 
;" 
I 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Microwave Amplifier Technoiogy RTOP 506-20-23 
Microwave Space Communications Experiment RTOP 645-25-04 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY I 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Design L~ SV 
Thermal !::s. ~ ~ 
Prot. Test I LS-rv I 
Eng. Test !:s "7 R 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 3 3 4 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .1 INHOUSE 














~i.'''''''GJL~'',.,hkcd,,':~_-U'~_C'_""~_i' __ "~ __ ' 
I 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGES OF 8 
1. TIT1,E RF Power Amplifiers, 126Hz NO. 10/11 - E2 - 36C 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
2 .. OBJctCT~VE (12 GHz) 
To eveop a l2GHz high power amplifier technology for s12aQ~ ~ommunica-
tions application. 
.3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 121, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [IJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1981 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D- MEDIUM D LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH~ MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D ANALYSIS [iJ RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST ~ AI R CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST ~ 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED ,FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY High power wave guide chain component loss mini-
mization; power processor system design (high power) • 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Advancement of efficiency () 50%) of a hi~h ,Eower 12 GHz amQ1Hier by utili-
zation of more efficient multi-stage depressed collectors, minimum system 
] 
.J 
weight and volume and high efficiency power Erocessor design. Critical 
parameters are: 
Long life operation in space, minimum loss and distortion of signal f high 




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE6 OF 8 
TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, 12 GHz NO. LOIn - E2 - 36C 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~ / 27 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop a 12 GHz high efficiency microwave amplifier at power levels of 
several hundred watts and efficiency of > 50%. Open envelope tube operation 




7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Power combining of many less efficient 
tubes - in phase power combiners to be developed. Increase of solar array 
power required. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Present CTS TWT system has efficiency of ~~4S% at ~ 200W. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM c I 
Design l.tr W 7 
Thermal -~ 7 I. ~ 
Prot. Test i~ lr7 
Eng. Test ~ rR " , 
MANPOWE R (M-Y) 
INHOUSE 2 2 1 1 1 
CONTRACT 3 4 3 3 1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .1 .1 .1 
CONTRACT .2 .2 .5 .5 .2 
", 
• "'0" •• ; _, c"",_'''' ~ ,,""""',,' '~"""'''''''''-'''''~ " ., '-









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE7 OF 8 
1. TITLE RF Power Amplifiers, 40/80 GHz NO. 11 ;.. E2 - 360 
THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE __ 4/E l 76 
2~~BJ~~t~~~h high power RF system technology for 41-43 GHz and 84-86 GHz. 
3. NEED A~AL YSIS , 
a) LiEVEL NOW [i], WILL BE LEVEL [l] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
I 
b) R,EQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
, :AT LEVEL G FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1988 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
H1GHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLlNG[R] OR 
ENHANCING: , HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS ~ RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST Ii] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Thermal component stress will result in high 
power component development ,problems. Heat rejection problem has to be 
addressed. 
5. SPE<;:IFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Component manufacture to extreme tolerances and cathode current density 
requirements require an advancement in the state of the art. Beam refocus-
ing efforts will be required in addition to ·advances in multi-stage depres'sed 
colleftor technology. Thermal power loading may approach 1000 W/CM2 in the 
RF interaction structure. Significant advances in a number of disciplines 



























I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGES' OF 8 
:TlTLE RF Power .. Amplffiers~ 40/80 GHz NO. 11 - E2 - 360 I THEME / W.G. / TASK I 
I 
I DATE~/ 27/ 76 , ·'1' 
i6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN 1'0 ACCOMPLISH NEED , 
I I I : < < ! I Microwave amplifiers and passive high powerRF I components have l;leen developed 
,<'
for terrestrial applications. Approaches to space systems must be identi- I , 
fied and developed employing the efficiency enhancement techniques. used at 
lower frequencies. Efficiencies up to 40% are feasible • 
. .. 
I 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
r Low power combining techniques at very low efficiency and high raw power 
requirement. 
I 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER), 
I 
High power transmitter technology RTOP 650-60-14 
I Microwave Amplifier Technology RTOP 506-20-23 





~' t SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM i Ii 
System Study !;s, ~, t7 
Ampl. Dev. IL\ ~ rv 
Compo Invest. ~ ~ Y\7 
PBS clev. 12r I-- 'V 
- It" 'V Proto. Test 
~ ~ 












MANPOWER (M-V) 1 2 I 2 3 3 2 1 i INHOUSE 
I CONTRACT 4 4 4 5 5 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 INHOUSE 

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.! 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Antenna Development for Global Services NO. 11/E-2/37 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE_._4_ t~ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Desjgn. fabricate. and test breadboard spacecl:aft ar:1teJ:1RElS ¥!eqy:j¥!ec;i 
for global services theme. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [I], Wlt'- BE LEVEL g] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVAN.X-.MENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []I FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM I!l LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY Td THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING I!l OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM D LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS m RESEARCH D 
GRD TEST I!l AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop to level 5 the following antenna systems: 
(a) Multiple beam (25), 200 ft diameter, S-band antenna. 
(b) X-band planar arrays up to 2 nautical miles long, 16 feet wide. 































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
, PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE ~ear Field Communications No.L8 .1~ E-2 35 
Including Visual Communications THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/ 28/ 76 
I 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 




against bandwidtb reQyjrements of teleoRerators. subsatellites. extra-
vehicular astronauts and effects of high ~ower transmitters, low. noise 
recej~ers assocjated wjtb Ear Ejeld Communication links. DevelQ!ill1ent of 
low weight, low power, wide band R.F. and signal process i ng equi plYie:nt 
00 teleoperators aDd extra~ebjcu]ar ast~onauts. Solid state IV cameras. 
. -
_ .. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Systems Studi~s . L:s. ~ 
R. F. Development /:s --\: 
,~ 
1r ~ Si gna 1. Rrocessors 






MANPOWER (M·Y) 2 2 4 4 I INHOUSE __ 
: CONTRACT 8 8 .16 16 
F'UNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 .2 .. 2 INHOUSE 


















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2,; 
1. TITLE SETl Transponder NO. 9 I E2 I 38 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 1291 76 
2'~~~~o~I~~ansponder for SETl which provides conversion to desired 
I 
downlink frequency plus required amplification. 
3.NEED ANALYSIS 
: .. 
a) LEVEL NOWm, WILL BE LEVEL QJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW (!] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [X] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY []] ANALYSIS rn RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST Ix] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHE R (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f)R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO , 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop technology for very wide bandwidth low noise transponder for 
SET!. Bandwidth requirements are 600 mhz for Phases 1 and 2, and 
1800 mhz for Phase 3. 
-- -10 








I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
.... FOR~ NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Antenna Develo~ment for Global Servi'ces NO . .,.ll.L.E.2/ 3 7 
·c .. 
THEME /W.G. / TASK 
DATE-L, /29 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. Develoe antenna reguirements for eroeosed mi.ssions 
----b • Antenna design 
c. Antenna prototype fab and test 
-
i 
\ 7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 





b. Design .. .. • 
c. Prototype 





3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 INHOUSE .3 .3 .2 
'" 

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE l' OF ~, 
1. TITLE SET! Relal S~stem Design NO. 9 L E2 !. 39 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /29 l 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
De~e]QP potential rela~ design for SETI ~ng upgrade tecbna]aQ,)l jn 
reguired areas. 
, 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
aI' LEVEL NOW III, WILL BE U:VEL [[] UNDE'R EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT -SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [II 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [X] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 00 ANAL YSIS lXJ RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [XJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) ;R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
, 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develo~ slstem configurations, including tradeoff of microwave and laser 
communications! for verl widebandrela~ systems. Reguired bandwi d th is 
600 mhz for Phases 1 and 2, and 1800 mhz for Phase 3. 
-












SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
I 
PAGE 2 OF --'----i I 
TITLE SET! Transponder NO. 9 /E2/ 38 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~/ 29/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
, . 
a. DeveloQ requirements for transponder. 
b. Tradeof.f potential system configurations. 
c. Prototype design, fab and test. 
i 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
I, 
.~' 
I 8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) I 
I 
, 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Requirements ~~ 7 
b. Sy_stem 
Tradeoffs i .... ... .. 
c. Prototype 




MANPOWE R (M· Y) 
INHOUSE ! 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 







SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Multi-element Broadband Array NO. 09/E-2/40 
Technology THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 29/ 76 
2. OBJECTIV1J 1 eve op technology for obtaining Ehase-:ereserving 
combination of broad band signals from arrays of larg:e 
spatial extent. 
3. NEED A~AL YSIS 
a) LEV'EL NOW II], WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQ,UIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT:LEVEL m FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY 'I DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM ~ LOW D 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [!] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM D LOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [iJ ANALYSIS [i] RESEARCH IKJ 
GRD TEST [jg AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
a 
.., 
~ OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
<C 
a: 
f~ I ~ I 
'" 
" ~i z '" 0 , ~ t· Q wje: w 
w 2:i O a 
!' 
~ oi~ u 
= ZIZ ;:: o..,w 
'" o.:c~ a:r~ 1 wo.-OC..,OC W , 
alii'" ~ , z=~ U .,',,\ f <C 
t <Cuw ex: au> .... <C ..,W<c :: 
r >a u u =QC;; a: r "" ..... >...,,0 en Q!:t: w f' !wlo.a~ 
t <c!;(>o-
f' z..."CG:.:t; w~O-'z \' ~It;~~ 
f5~'~~~ 
£~~!~ !::! 0.,0 % ~ 
cnWIWl-a::: 
< :i% 4: w 
CD .... il-~a.. 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE X 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Cables or waveguide te~hDQ1Qg~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop technolog:~ for large antennas arrayed over large 
areas, preserving phase and achieving low overall system 
temgeratuJ::es. 
I 
t. ..: ""i"; .; 
r. wi 
... 
.... < ... 










! , *Delllonstrqted qS part of a space-ground system. 
i 
I 






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE SET! Rela~ Systems Design NO. 9 1 F~ 139 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4/ 29/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a. Finalize system requirements. 
b. Investigate potential operating frequencies and tradeoff system. 
configuration,,_ including lasers. 
c. Prototyp.e~.es.lgn and :test for critj cal elements. 
--' 
, 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
~ .. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
a. Requirements I. ~ , 




c. Prototype • .. 
design, fab, 
and test t 
." 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
r,.," INHOUSE 5 5 6 7 7 , 
CONTRACT 
, 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .. 3 .3 .4 .5 .5 
CONTRACT ~ 
. . - ". 

































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2., _ 
1. TITLE Low Cost High Eet:fot:mance Gt:ollnd NO. 9jE-2j41 
d THEME I W.G.! TASK 1\ntennas 
I 
DATE 4 I 29/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
• DeveloE design for a single large antenna tQ §llPPOl::t SETI 
in the initial phases of search. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW U1, WILL BE LEVEL m UNDER EXISTING PLANS. " 
. ~ 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT~ SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY " 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGHD ME;DIUM 0 LOW ~ ... .., . 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [!J ANALYSIS ~ RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST CJ SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 .. (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
. 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 





5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Qe~elop techno] cg~ for large' (100m class) ground antennas 
emphasizing low cost reproducibility, and improved figure of 







SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
iTITLE Multi';"element Broadband Array NO. 09/E-2/46 I 
I 
i Technology THEME / W.G. / TASK 
I 
I DATE 4 / 2~ 76 
I 
:6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
a) Perform study of system requirements and Eotential system 
configurations. 1 





c) PrototYEe fabrication. i 
I d) Ground test. i 
I I 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Large single antennas. l 
... ' ~ 
-'- i ~ 













! 9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY I 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 l .I 
I TASK ITEM i 
.:r? :a) Study ,~ j 





A \"¥ ic) Prototype ,-








INHOUSE __ 3 6 6 6 6 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. "- . ~ .4 .4 . ~ INHOUSE 











-, .~.*t'~:'~"";}~~~~~~~~"""";'"'i"~I",,;;;~,;i""'~'_"'~~""","~":",=,="":_,;,,.,,,,_,",,~,,~I';_'~"'::"'" i.,~lc,~I"~I_'Ln"li,,:,,,_ ~',,~,. I I' 
-~ -I 
- \!i"-li!'1t.-.>~.', ~."~~.-" ,--
-: -'~_, ,-~":, ,~": 
(" 
]SPACE TEC~!\IOLOGY !\IEED FORM NO.1 PAGE 20F 2 
ITITLE Low Cost High Pe:t:formatic~ 'Ground NO. 
9/E-2/41 
I Antennas 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
, DAT~/29J 76 
/6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
, a)~Estab1ish requirements: i.e., ope
rating frequencies, environ 
ment, , 1:i,fe, operating strategy. 
b) Compa}:'e 'alternate configurations. 
I 
c) Cost studies. 
d) Preliminary Design. 
e} Final Design. , , 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
I' Non
e "-'-'-' 
'S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
 
I , " 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ~ ~ 
alRequirements 
b}Config. tradE - Ilr ~ 
otts - , -
1 











MANPOWER (M-Y) 6 
INHOUSE 
8 15 15 5 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.4 .5 1 1 .3 INHOUSE 
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_JC'~"-""'=_-C""'-"",~'" _s .• & ($ &.,,,,,,, "OW.S£. SED . .t .. _ • __ z 
'-."': 
1 of 3 
I:Ir" - 2 -c., 
, 
-.--~----------- -- --"~- SPACE TECHNO(;OGY-NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT --- ------ FORM-II 
E-2 
FORM III 
(list in numerical order. 1 - HiglMst Priority) WORKING GROUP 
_.- - - .. __ .-. -_._ ... ---
----- DATE 4 /29 / 76 
~ 7-- 8 9 10 11 12 NASA R&T SUMMARY PRIORITY THEME NO. SPACE. SPACE SETI SOlARSYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS. ASSESSMENT POWER INDUST. EXPL SERVICE SYS. Current R&T Base OASTK TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. WG IT DIV. FY 78 K 
END-TO-END 100 




TOLERANT. DATA HAND. 5 7 ,4 2 11 6 X 3 250 210 
MODULAR DATA SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE 6 8 8 7 7 X 4 250 315 
DATA SET SELECTION 6 7 3 3 X 2 300 
HI-RATE DATA PROC. 6 2 X X 6 250 800 150 
SPECTRUM ANAL. 
MULTI --(:HANNEL 2 9 18 21 
STELLAR SYSTEM ANAL. 19 X 25 200 
LARGE CAP. OB. 5 5 X 10 300 600 
nnrrn ~rrORAGE I 
LO-COST DIST. :SYSTEM 6 12 
MICRO. ELECT. TECH. 4 9 10 11 16 X x. 18 600 ~660 
RADIATION HARDENED 
COMPONENTS. 10 19 X 16 400 1400 
PARALLEL IMAGE PROC. 18 9 x' x- 9 500 1100 
PATTERN RECOG. ANAL. 3 4 8 X X 5 200 1700 100 



























i ~.-<'":,::~'::: ':~'''~''H'' ~'f _~....:...,.-:.:::,': .. :~.'~:.~::.::,Mf.'::-=~:::==:::'::: ... =:~:::::!!.~)~,~~~~-,z.::::~:~~::;:~-:,~.~~ ~~~~--~~:.:.,~ --:=-.-.. .. ... 
. . ~ " ,,\ .~- . 
- ""~.. .e ,*ie ,$ S , ttL Ul' JES,·. -4 
-.-- .... -~--.- --..-' -
_'I"'~~'f·,"·,",!",~'~;~'lt.'f~"~)oO..<"r ... ~~,~.~¥'n\~"''''''-'"''''''-'!' 














E-2 FORM III 
_ !List in numerical order, 1 - Highest Priority) WORKING GROUP 




7 8 9 10 11 1~ __ NASA·R&T SUMMARY PRIORITY ! ~. SPACE --SPACE SETI SOLARSYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS. ASSESSMENT 
TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. I 
POWER IN DUST, EXPL. SERVICE SYS. Current R&TBue WG TT OASTK FY 78 KI DIV. 
1 










* I RFI 8 X 24 1000 
1 
WAVE POWER TRANSFER 20 2500 I 
LASER POWER TRANSFER 1 20 19 
SP-SP COMM 3 7 10 3 X 7 500 600 , 
-
1 






SETI RECEIVER 1 x· 30 3000 
I I " ,. 
r'" '~ 28 i· 
I : 
i ANTENNA SETI 4 X 33 1050 
f' 
i [, 29 F' 
r': ~ 
I 30 
l· 31 I; 
TRANSPONDERS ~ 17 14 X X 14 600 800 
, 
GPS 5 5 23 














~~ . . " , Ii ~ ... , .utit!a:a.!5?ttWMr.w'" , ;;.!~:..!..>.~::_-'.. 




































t ""'>'. <. .. ~-f..-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(List in numerical order. 1- Highest Priority) 
-----
~ 7 8 9 10 11 12 SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR-SYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS. -POWER INDUST. EXPL. SERVICE SYS. TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. 
34 PROPOGATION MODEL 12 
35 NEAR-FIELD COMM. 3 2 13 1 
36 BE' POWER AMPL. 14 15 
37 ANTENNA GLOBAL 18 
38 SETI TRANSPONDER , 
39 SETI RELAY II 
-. 
40 MUL1'I-ELEMENT BROAD-BAND ARRAY TECHNOLOGY fa. 
,I 
41 LOW COST 1ft GHf!!x" ___ s I~··""'A.. .. .. ' , 
'_ .. ,.r'~ 
.--
-_. -
3 of 3 
FORM II 
E-2 FORM 11/ WORKING GROUP 
DATE 4 /29 I 76 -
NASAR&T SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
Current R&T Baa WG TT OASTK DIV. FY 78 1<' 
I 
26 lQO 150 I X X I 
! 
28 
X X 18 540 1300 
X 13 1500 
X 32 800 































SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE 
" . DATE ...4. / .12. / L§. High Rate Data Processor 
TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO. E2 
OBJECTIVE 
DeveloQ a grotoflight Qrogramable data Qrocessor for remote sensing vehicles 
leading towards a 1000 fold decrease in data density sent back to earth 
processillg stations. 
JUSTI FICATION The cost and time required to collect, transmit, and process, 
remotely sensed data witn existing fac111t1eS 1S pron1D1t1ve. Recent Cleve lop,... 
ments in devi ee tedmology usi n9 eeDs \~i 11 pro'.'; de techAi ques for perform; R9 
pertinent data erocessing onboard spacecraft. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN 
Under Qlanned activities, ~ erogramable multifunction processor eeD will be 
dev~loped in FY78. A partially populated breadboard or a processor will 6e 
de'teloped and tested to confirm circuit and device performaflce. Afl algorithm 
strategy will be defined from existing bases of resource data using a recently 
developed ground base multispectral processor. A breadboard and protoflight eel 
proees~H1--be-deyel6ped-;·-fat>rfea-ted-,--a-na--eva-l uated to perforfft-a- vari et3'-9'f 
prooessing functions.Limited AIC tests will be conducted. 
""'" 
SCHEDULE FY 







IBB ceo Processin~ 







MANPOWER (M-Y) "" " "" 
:)'JSE 4.! 16. ! I 8 8 9 8 : I 
ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) , 
INHOUSE • Of .01 .,,. ,. .1 . , .: 
,CONTRACT ? Ll 71"1 11 11 ~ 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER LaRC 
I 










~t~':, ... ~.rr:".'\:'-:" - .......... ~~"~:-•. ~y ••• "~:""--.:.-,~""'%'Il"""!'.~'.-,. ... '-7...,.......·-~- __ • __ ~ .. J· ... ", "-'''~'?'"'-r1''~~r, .. ::''-r'" <O~1' __ "._:"".·:··~.,...r, __ ,.,,,, ;'V";~ ___ ~':r~~-...~-tt""'I"!''''''''''~~~''J''''f~;''l''')_~'r·-~''' .. :e::. A'f¥.~.;:;;9!'IW""::~~~~~·~'''·!'' 
I 
-~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE High Densitl Microelectronics DATE--i./ ~ / i.E... 
TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO. E2 
OBJECTIVE 
De~e]QP tbe te~hDj~al base for gractical fabrication of high densit~ MOS 
,comgonents with 106 - 107 transistors ~er chi~. 
I 
!JUSTIFICATION The need for high sgeed 2 onboard grocessing has been 
identified by the workshop. High density chips will enable high rate 




The approach is to exploit electron beam lithography in order to pattlern 
microelectronic c*rcults-nav1ng lateral ij1mens10ns 1n tfie orijer of I m1cron. 
TM I'l ax; de (--100 ) tedl"i ques wi 11 be developed to accoAllIlQdate these 














fUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE • 1 .2 .2 .2 .2 
CONTRACT .4 .1 .1 .1 
~ , 
• ~ 



















t SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
t 
t 









Develo~ a ~hotoreceltor array imbedded in a logic matrix on a silicon LSI 
chip to achieve rea -time para11e1 image processing. 
JUSTI FICATION Information from current imaging s~stems is extracted as raw 
gray level data and then sent to earth for processing. The artificial retina 
PI Ov i des a liie tllod fOJ directly extlacting scene data thereby inc~eas;ng speed 
while reducing ogerating costs. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN 
The approach is to utilize silicon LSI technology to implement a logic matrix 
imbedded 1n the photoreceptor array. I he 1 Ogl C W1 TTexecute a 1 gar1 dIms w"1 en 
w~ll p~ep~QGess the ~aw dati to levels whQ~e featu~es can be ext~acted 












Feas i bi 1 i ty V 
Demonstration , ~ 7 
MANPOWER (M-V) 
JUSE I 1 lC l( 
ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .5 .6 .8 .8 .8 
CONTRACT • 1 .2 .4 .7 .7 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER JPL 
.-
( RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FfJLLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT 
'/'0..;, • 






















'ISPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORMN 
TITLE Unified CCD Data Processor 
TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO. E2 OBJECTIVE , , 
... Develop and demonstrate 'a ceo processor to increase data processing capability for a wide range of microwave and multispectral imaging systems including rada imaging. : 
JUSTIF'CAT~ON Hjg~ resolution multispectral imaging systems produce data rates which 'are difficult to implement in a cost effective way. CGD technolog. otters a practlcal solutlon: 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN Task I: Develop a test bed processor and demon-strate using Seasat A data from ground stations. Task II: Develop system architecture for modular microprocessor control. Task III: Develop onboard processor'. Tasle IV. Algor'; tilln developmelit. 
-----.----.. --,-.-~------------~--.---~-----
SCHEDULE FY 
. SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 .s2 83 84 85 86 87 88 .89 90 91 92 93 94 95 TASK - I 
TASK - II 
TASK - III 
TASK - IV 
I, .' 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
JUSE 1C 1( ~ ~ 
" ITRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) INHOUSE ,'( .,. .f .~ CONTRACT ,.! .l .1 • 
PROPOSEDLEAO CENTER JPL in cooperation with ',LaRC 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV , 
TITLE S~ace Conditioning Technology for High Power DATE~/~/~ 
M~GFgWaU8 Ampli£iQF~ TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO. E2 
OBJECTIVE I To de~e]op tbe tecbno]og~ fo~ pracessjng and operatjng bjgb pawe~ open-envelope amplifiers in space 
~U~TIFICATIO~ Pres.ent envelope vacuum deterioration 1 imits'tube 1 ife ou gasslng, t ermal stre!;!;, multl'p1ctor, X-rays, etc.' i 1 
, 
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN 









:! SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
I, TASK 
BB Exp. (Tube 1) L r \1 
I 1,8 ~ tAe: t (rllhA 1 '. 
Dev. Tube 2 L l---'li 7 
To..,,+ (Tllho ?\ :6 r:v 
E.M. Test 6,-Fv 
Exper. Qual. L K17 
Shuttle Exp. ~ ~ 7 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
)USE 2 ~ ~ l 
ITRACT 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 . 1 .1 INHOUSE . 
CONTRACT . 15 .H .H . .1 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER LeKC 
, 
, 







"" SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE FORM IV 
TITLE Autonomous, Fault Tolerant Data Handling & DATE..L/li-/iL 
Control System TTNO. OR WORKING GROUP NO.' E-2 
CWJ~CTlyE o eve op a modular, fault tolerant data handling & control system derived 
from existing LSI ~rocessor technolog~ 
JUSTIFICATION There exists a need to develo~ highl~ reliable, long 1 He 




1) Develop the system technology for Fault Tolerant Hardware/Software • 
2} Surve~ LSI Processor Technology & select candidate components 
3} Fabricate Breadboard s~stem & integrate suitable ~ortions with selected 
SIC component~_tR9wer.L...Qro]ul si on L~ontrQ..U 
--
4) Tpd ,v,tpm fabricated in (3) 
.Ii Develob l!. Fat'lrlcate enqlneerlnq model 5vs'tem. 
s~~~Dtit..~ evaluN:e engineering model system. 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ~ 
(1) r-





(5) to-- ;Y 
. (6) is ---, 
~ANPOWER (M-Y) 
• 1N HOUSE 1 2 2 3 3 2 
Cot~TRACT 
'FUNDING (106 $) 
! INHOUSE 05 05 15 15 .1 
; CONTRACT 15 .2 .1 25 .1 
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER LeRC for above work. Sh~red res~ons i bil; ty wi th 
! I MSFC & JPL on overall agenc~effort 
I RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT, 
